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What Are the Technical Theatre Events?
The Trumbauer Festival doesn’t just cover acting categories. There are several technical events in which
students may participate. But what is technical theatre? Simply put, if it isn’t acting, it is technical
theatre. Even though they are not truly technical events, we are adding both Playwriting and Stage
Management with the technical events for the Trumbauer Festival. Stage Management will begin in
Here is a list of the Technical Theatre Events: Playwriting, Stage Management, Scene Design, Costume
Design, Makeup Design, Lighting Design, Sound Design.

What Is USITT?
The United States Institute for Theatre Technology (USITT) is an organization specifically for theatre
technicians and in their words, “is the association of design, production, and technology professionals in
the performing arts and entertainment industry.” You will see USITT mentioned in several of the Design
Individual Events. The reason for that is because the standards set and agreed upon by USITT are
followed throughout the technical theatre industry. If you are interested in finding out more about
USITT, go to their website at www.usitt.org.
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Your Process for Designing A Show

The first step in designing a show is of course, reading the script. But where do you go from there? Don’t expect
a design idea to just pop into your head! While inspiration does happen, a lot of the time a designer’s imagination
needs a little coaxing. Just like actors, designers need to work at developing their own Method for fostering their
creativity. We are developing your approach or “take” on a show and it is important that your artistic view be
expressed in your design. Here are some steps which will help you, but remember, you are the one who must find
the ways to unlock your creativity.
! Read the show. While you might not go with your first impressions, they are still really valuable in creating
your designs. From this point on the show must stew in your subconscious and ferment in your creativity!
Be ready to sketch ideas at a moment’s notice as inspiration will strike anywhere while doing anything.
! Research on the show. The best source is the internet. Use searches for the playwright and the title of the
show. Also, run image searches for designs of the show as some of the most stimulating ideas will come from
observing other people’s designs, but no matter what DO NOT COPY ANOTHER DESIGNER’S WORK.
You can go to a library or book store and do research; nothing beats a large coffee table book with glossy
color photos. Studying historical eras and movements in art will definitely help you develop as an artist. It is
also helpful to observe architecture, interiors, or walk through museums or view films. Art is all around you
and that means inspiration is as well.
! Read the show again. Every designer must know the show backwards and forwards, just like the director.
When reading it this time, your are not trying to experience it for the first time, but instead approaching it
analytically. You will want to have your sketchbook next to you as read. You will need to draw ideas and
take notes for each scene. What kind of notes will you take? Well, the designer needs to be aware of several
things when designing a show, so here’s what to look for.
o Scenic Breakdown: list every scene in the show, including important events, items, characters, etc.
that make up that scene
o Character List: you will need to briefly describe them as well
o Prop List: sometimes this is in the back of the script, but you need to create your own list as well.
Set dressing needs to be included in this.
o Lighting Moments: what are the particular moments that need emphasis with light or color for
mood, not to mention all of the blackouts, fades, etc.
o Costuming/Make Up Needs: What season/time period is it, do certain characters need to where
certain things, color needs, how many people will need hats, fake beards, masks, etc.
o Scenic Necessities: note the need of beds, benches, chairs and tables. Do entrances need to be
made through doors or pantomimed? Realistic interior versus abstract; detailed versus minimal.
o Special Effects: sword fight? Fires? Gun shots? Trap door? Everyone takes note of these and
works to create the most believable effect.
! Begin sketching. Putting pencil to paper is the only way to develop the design. You do not have to be a great
artist! Only you will need to understand your sketches. Let them be rough and small (thumbnail sketches) as
you brainstorm ideas for your design. When drawing, it is sometimes helpful to go to a place that will inspire
you or that makes you feel comfortable.
! Take your sketches and compare them now to your notes. What will work and what won’t work? Are
there special needs? Are there costume quick changes or fast set changes that will influence your design?
How will the show flow with your design? Will the set design be conducive to the acting? Will the costuming
strengthen the characters or hinder the actor’s movements.
! Assemble your ideas into a complete concept for the show…this is the Designer’s Approach or your
“take” on the show! Take all of your ideas and create a fluid look. Make sure things aren’t out of place
(don’t mix time periods or styles unless that is what you are striving for). There should be a definite style or
look to the show—your style! This will be some of your final sketches.
! Create a presentation for the director. For Trumbauer, it is for the judges not a director. A set designer
will create a white model, color model, a color rendering (a detailed, final drawing). A costume designer will
have renderings and swatches of fabric. A sound designer will have sample music and a lighting designer will
have gel choices and lighting angles. Check out the Trumbauer rules for the various areas of design; these
will help you develop your final product. Remember that the judges will disqualify you for not following the
rules, no matter how good your design is.
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25. SCENE DESIGN
EVENT REQUIREMENTS
1. FOUR STUDENTS FROM EACH SCHOOL MAY BE ENTERED IN THIS EVENT. NOVICE
AND VARSITY ARE SEPARATE CATEGORIES. For example, you may enter FOUR Novice
students in this event and FOUR Varsity students. STUDENTS ARE LIMITED TO
PARTICIPATION IN TWO INDIVIDUAL EVENTS.
2. All work must be the original work of the student. Only one student may work on the design.
NO COLLABORATION IS PERMITTED.
3. Students will create a SCENIC DESIGN for a play, musical or opera.
4. The SCENIC DESIGN is presented with the following items:
a. A ground plan drawn in ¼” or ½” scale and demonstrate an understanding of
normally accepted drafting conventions and symbols as set forth by the United
States Institute for Theatre Technology (USITT).
• The title of the show, the student’s name and the student’s school should
appear in a title block on the design.
• All scene designs must be for the student’s high school’s performance facility.
b. A color rendering(s) or scale model or computer model of the SCENIC DESIGN.
c. A Designer’s Approach, a briefly written paper stating location descriptions, specific
scenic needs, and script references to aid in the design analysis and concept.
d. A Signed Statement from the instructor stating that all of the student’s work is
original.
NOTE: Detailed explanations are included in the Technical Manual on the ACT
website for any clarification of this event competition.
5. The SCENIC DESIGN event is a verbal presentation by the student about their design (2
minutes), an opportunity for the judges to have a talk back with the student about the design
items (3 minutes) and the judges to write comments about the design on the judging sheet (5
minutes). JUDGES HAVE THE RIGHT TO TAKE MORE TIME IN THE INTERVIEW AS
NEEDED.
6. No design previously entered by the student in a competition prior to this academic year may be
entered again.
7. TIME LIMIT: 10 minutes: A 2 minute prepared presentation by the student followed by a 3
minute judge led talk back. 5 minutes for judges to write comments on judging sheet. JUDGES
HAVE THE RIGHT TO EXTEND THESE TIMES IF NEEDED. There are no DQ’s
for time in the tech events. It is the judges call to lengthen or shorten the time as needed to be
able to adequately judge the student’s work.
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8. All entries must be suitable for high school students, their school, and their community with
regards to subject matter (play selection). Violation of this rule is grounds for disqualification.

!
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Above is a model for Man of La Mancha designed by Anne Mundell.
Below is a rendering of a scene from Gypsy designed by Dex Edwards.
The pictures are from Scene Design and Stage Lighting by W. Oren Parker, R. Craig Wolf and Dick Block
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Above: Computer Generated Renderings
Below: Example of Drafting Symbols. These symbols are not necessarily up to date with USITT standards and students
should follow the USITT standards only.
The pictures are from Scene Design and Stage Lighting by W. Oren Parker, R. Craig Wolf and Dick Block
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Above: An example of a ground plan for Night of the Iguana
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26. COSTUME DESIGN
EVENT REQUIREMENTS
1. FOUR STUDENTS FROM EACH SCHOOL MAY BE ENTERED IN THIS EVENT.
NOVICE AND VARSITY ARE SEPARATE CATEGORIES. For example, you may enter
FOUR Novice students in this event and FOUR Varsity students. STUDENTS ARE LIMITED
TO PARTICIPATION IN TWO INDIVIDUAL EVENTS.
2. All work must be the original work of the student. Only one student may work on the design.
NO COLLABORATION IS PERMITTED.
3. Students will create a COSTUME DESIGN for a play, musical or opera.
4. The COSTUME DESIGN is presented with the following items:
a. Six to eight (6-8) Costume renderings:
• In color and clearly displaying the costume proportionally on a human body.
• Figures in the renderings should be consistent in proportion and scale.
• Fabric swatches used for the costume construction, attached to each rendering.
• The title of the show, the name of the character, Act and scene number for the
design and the student’s name in the lower right hand corner of each rendering
b. One (1) additional color rendering for accessories (such as shoes, coats, hats, etc) in a
larger scale to offer a “close up” of these special pieces of the design.
c. A Designer’s Approach, a briefly written paper stating character descriptions and
script references to aid in design analysis and concept.
d. A Signed Statement from the instructor stating that all of the student’s work is
original.
NOTE: Detailed explanations are included in the Technical Manual on the ACT
website for any clarification of this event competition.
5. The COSTUME DESIGN event is a verbal presentation by the student about their design (2
minutes), an opportunity for the judges to have a talk back with the student about the design
items (3 minutes) and the judges to write comments about the design on the judging sheet (5
minutes). JUDGES HAVE THE RIGHT TO TAKE MORE TIME IN THE INTERVIEW AS
NEEDED.
6. No design previously entered by the student in a competition prior to this academic year may be
entered again.
7. TIME LIMIT: 10 minutes: A 2 minute prepared presentation by the student followed by a 3
minute judge led talk back. 5 minutes for judges to write comments on judging sheet. JUDGES
HAVE THE RIGHT TO EXTEND THESE TIMES IF NEEDED. There are no DQ’s
for time in the tech events. It is the judges call to lengthen or shorten the time as needed to be
able to adequately judge the student’s work.
Costume Design Continued
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8. All entries must be suitable for high school students, their school, and their community with
regards to subject matter (play selection). Violation of this rule is grounds for disqualification.
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Here are four examples of Costume Renderings, pictures taken from Costume Design Techniques of Modern Masters by Lynn
Pecktal
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27. MAKEUP DESIGN
EVENT REQUIREMENTS
1. FOUR STUDENTS FROM EACH SCHOOL MAY BE ENTERED IN THIS EVENT.
NOVICE AND VARSITY ARE SEPARATE CATEGORIES. For example, you may enter
FOUR Novice students in this event and FOUR Varsity students. STUDENTS ARE LIMITED
TO PARTICIPATION IN TWO INDIVIDUAL EVENTS.
2. All work must be the original work of the student. Only one student may work on the design.
NO COLLABORATION IS PERMITTED.
3. Students will create a MAKEUP DESIGN for a play, musical or opera.
4. The MAKEUP DESIGN is presented with the following items:
a. Six to eight (6-8) Makeup renderings:
• In color and displaying the design on a front view of the face.
• Faces in the renderings should be consistent in proportion and scale.
• For the purposes of the competition, teeth and hair are considered makeup.
• Appliances such as fake noses, wounds, scars, body paint effects, tattoos and
even partial mask that are blended with makeup on the face are considered
part of the makeup design.
• Designs must be drawn. Do not color over a photo or photocopy of a person’s
image.
• The title of the show, the name of the character, Act and scene number for the
design and the student’s name in the lower right hand corner of each rendering
b. Each rendering includes a typed step-by-step direction, explaining the application of
the MAKEUP DESIGN.
c. A Designer’s Approach, a briefly written paper stating character descriptions and
script references to aid in design analysis and concept.
d. A Signed Statement from the instructor stating that all of the student’s work is
original.
NOTE: Detailed explanations are included in the Technical Manual on the ACT
website for any clarification of this event competition.
5. The MAKEUP DESIGN event is a verbal presentation by the student about their design (2
minutes), an opportunity for the judges to have a talk back with the student about the design
items (3 minutes) and the judges to write comments about the design on the judging sheet (5
minutes). JUDGES HAVE THE RIGHT TO TAKE MORE TIME IN THE INTERVIEW AS
NEEDED.
6. No design previously entered by the student in a competition prior to this academic year may be
entered again.
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Makeup Design Continued
7. TIME LIMIT: 10 minutes: A 2 minute prepared presentation by the student followed by a 3
minute judge led talk back. 5 minutes for judges to write comments on judging sheet. JUDGES
HAVE THE RIGHT TO EXTEND THESE TIMES IF NEEDED. There are no DQ’s
8. for time in the tech events. It is the judges call to lengthen or shorten the time as needed to be
able to adequately judge the student’s work.
9. All entries must be suitable for high school students, their school, and their community with
regards to subject matter (play selection). Violation of this rule is grounds for disqualification.
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Example of tracing a photograph to create a makeup rendering.
Taken from Stage Makeup by Richard Corson and James Glavan

27. Makeup Design
Step-by-Step Directions

The following is only an EXAMPLE of how to create the Step-by-Step Directions. The student would insert
pictures of the process on the left and type the application directions on the right.

!
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Example of a makeup rendering and a picture of the final product, taken from Stage Makeup by Laura Thudium
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28. LIGHTING DESIGN
EVENT REQUIREMENTS
1. FOUR STUDENTS FROM EACH SCHOOL MAY BE ENTERED IN THIS EVENT.
NOVICE AND VARSITY ARE SEPARATE CATEGORIES. For example, you may enter
FOUR Novice students in this event and FOUR Varsity students. STUDENTS ARE LIMITED
TO PARTICIPATION IN TWO INDIVIDUAL EVENTS.
2. All work must be the original work of the student. Only one student may work on the design.
NO COLLABORATION IS PERMITTED.
3. Students will create a LIGHTING DESIGN for a play, musical or opera.
4. The LIGHTING DESIGN must include the following items:
a. A lighting plot is drawn in ¼” or ½” scale and demonstrate an understanding of
normally accepted drafting conventions and symbols as set forth by the United
States Institute for Theatre Technology (USITT).
• The title of the show, the student’s name and the student’s school should
appear in a title block on the lighting plot.
• Includes a floor plan of the set or scenery of the show.
• All lighting designs must be for the student’s high school’s performance
facility, using the circuit diagram of their facility and equipment from the
facility. Although the student can add additional circuits, dimmers, and
equipment to the design, the student should have an understanding and
explanation for the extra equipment.
• Practicals may be included in the design.
b. An area chart indicating lighting positions and colors for a typical area onstage.
c. A cue sheet of all cues for the show.
• Includes a proper description of each cue.
• Each page of the cue sheet includes the name of the play, name of the student,
and the name of the student’s school.
d. A Designer’s Approach, a briefly written paper stating location descriptions, specific
lighting needs, and script references to aid in lighting analysis and concept.
e. A Signed Statement from the instructor stating that all of the student’s work is
original.
NOTE: Detailed explanations are included in the Technical Manual on the ACT
website for any clarification of this event competition.
5. The LIGHTING DESIGN event is a verbal presentation by the student about their design (2
minutes), an opportunity for the judges to have a talk back with the student about the design
items (3 minutes) and the judges to write comments about the design on the judging sheet (5
minutes). JUDGES HAVE THE RIGHT TO TAKE MORE TIME IN THE INTERVIEW AS
NEEDED.
6. No design previously entered by the student in a competition prior to this academic year may be
entered again.
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Lighting Design Continued
7. TIME LIMIT: 10 minutes: A 2 minute prepared presentation by the student followed by a 3
minute judge led talk back. 5 minutes for judges to write comments on judging sheet. JUDGES
HAVE THE RIGHT TO EXTEND THESE TIMES IF NEEDED. There are no DQ’s
for time in the tech events. It is the judges call to lengthen or shorten the time as needed to be
able to adequately judge the student’s work.
8. All entries must be suitable for high school students, their school, and their community with
regards to subject matter (play selection). Violation of this rule is grounds for disqualification.
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EXAMPLE OF CUE SHEET FOR LIGHTING DESIGN
FROM BACKSTAGE FORMS

!
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Above: Example of a light plot for Cabaret, taken from Designing With Light by J. Michael Gillette
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29. SOUND DESIGN
EVENT REQUIREMENTS
1. FOUR STUDENTS FROM EACH SCHOOL MAY BE ENTERED IN THIS EVENT.
NOVICE AND VARSITY ARE SEPARATE CATEGORIES. For example, you may enter
FOUR Novice students in this event and FOUR Varsity students. STUDENTS ARE LIMITED
TO PARTICIPATION IN TWO INDIVIDUAL EVENTS.
2. All work must be the original work of the student. Only one student may work on the design.
NO COLLABORATION IS PERMITTED.
3. Students will create a SOUND DESIGN for a play, musical or opera.
4. The SOUND DESIGN must include the following items:
a. A sound plot includes:
• A speaker plot indicating the placement of loudspeakers on the set and in the
performance space. This is drawn on a ¼” or ½” floor plan of the scenery for the
show.
• A block diagram indicating signal flow through a sound system components
using drafting convention and symbols as set forth by the United States Institute
of Theatre Technology (USITT). (See Tech Manual for explanation.)
• All sound designs must be for the student’s high school’s performance facility,
using the equipment of their facility. Although the student can add additional
equipment to the design, the student should have an understanding and
explanation for the extra equipment.
b. A cue sheet for all cues in the show according to the script.
• The cue sheet includes sound cues ( in order and numbered), description of the
cue, duration of the cue, levels, track #s, script references and/or any other
necessary organizational information for proper running of a show. A marked
script may also be included if desired, but is NOT a replacement of a cue sheet.
• Cues may include sound effects, ambient sounds, underscoring music within
scenes, pre-show music, intermission music, post-show music, vocal
reinforcement (microphone use) and performance music (original and
actual
music from the show).
• Each page of the cue sheet includes the name of the show, name of the student
and the student’s school.
c. Student will record a representative of sounds on any medium: CD, tape, iPod,
computer, etc. NO SOUND EQUIPMENT WILL BE PROVIDED. THE
CONTESTANT MUST PROVIDE ALL EQUIPMENT. Please make sure the
judges can easily hear your work with speakers, not headphones.
d. It is assumed that the designer has LEGALLY obtained all music and effects in his/her
design.
e. A Designer’s Approach, a briefly written paper stating script references for sounds
and sound effects, thematic ideas within scenes to support a sound analysis and
concept of the play.
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Sound Design Continued
f. A Signed Statement from the instructor stating that all of the student’s work is
original.
NOTE: Detailed explanations are included in the Technical Manual on the ACT
website for any clarification of this event competition.
5. The SOUND DESIGN event is a verbal presentation by the student about their design (2
minutes), an opportunity for the judges to have a talk back with the student about the design
items (3 minutes) and the judges to write comments about the design on the judging sheet (5
minutes). JUDGES HAVE THE RIGHT TO TAKE MORE TIME IN THE INTERVIEW AS
NEEDED.
6. No design previously entered by the student in a competition prior to this academic year may be
entered again.
7. TIME LIMIT: 10 minutes: A 2 minute prepared presentation by the student followed by a 3
minute judge led talk back. 5 minutes for judges to write comments on judging sheet. JUDGES
HAVE THE RIGHT TO EXTEND THESE TIMES IF NEEDED. There are no DQ’s
for time in the tech events. It is the judges call to lengthen or shorten the time as needed to be
able to adequately judge the student’s work.
8. All entries must be suitable for high school students, their school, and their community with
regards to subject matter (play selection). Violation of this rule is grounds for disqualification.
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30. STAGE MANAGEMENT
EVENT REQUIREMENTS
1. FOUR STUDENTS FROM EACH SCHOOL MAY BE ENTERED IN THIS EVENT.
NOVICE AND VARSITY ARE SEPARATE CATEGORIES. For example, you may enter
FOUR Novice students in this event and FOUR Varsity students. STUDENTS ARE LIMITED
TO PARTICIPATION IN TWO INDIVIDUAL EVENTS.
2. All work must be the original work of the student. Only one student may work on the event. NO
COLLABORATION IS PERMITTED. Assistant Stage Managers work will not be able to
substitute as Stage Manager’s work. Assistant Stage Managers cannot enter the same show in
the same category for competition.
3. Student will create a Prompt Book for a play, musical or opera for the student’s high school
performance where the student was either a Stage Manager or Assistant Stage Manager of the
production. The production has to have been actually produced.
4. The prompt book must include all of the following. Any missing elements of the prompt book
will result in a disqualification.
• Blocking Notes: clear and precise notes taken from rehearsal.
• Scene breakdown’s including character, actor, act, scene and page number.
• Daily reports taken from rehearsals with information including date, time (start
and end), what was accomplished during rehearsal, distribution list, and notes
to each technical crew/shop (props, sets, lights/sound, costumes,
choreography,
management), director, and attendance record.
• Schedules for rehearsals and work days for the production.
• Contact sheets with information of cast members, crews, production staff, etc.
(DO NOT USE ACTUAL PHONE NUMBERS OR ADDRESSES).
• Cast/Crew/Staff list of production.
• Preliminary list for props, lighting, sound, set, etc. to give to each shop in the
beginning of the process.
• A ground plan of the set used for blocking/choreography notes.
• List of master cues for sound, lighting, and media.
• Prop list used for the production and an indication of prop location on stage and
any changes of props between scenes.
• Costume list including character/actor names and costume pieces, and notation of
Act and Scene in which they are used.
• The first page of the Prompt book is a Title Sheet with the title of the show, the
student’s name and the student’s school.
• Representative photos of the production.
• A copy of the Production program.
• Any other additional material that demonstrates to the judges how you work.
Remember, the mark of a good book is one that any other stage manager can use
to call the show.
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STAGE MANAGEMENT (continued)
•

A Signed Statement from the instructor stating that creation of the prompt book
is only the student’s work.
NOTE: Detailed explanations are included in the Technical Manual on
the ACT website for any clarification of this event competition.

5. The student must write a brief paper called the Process Approach. This paper can be about the
process used throughout the production, and a reflection on their contribution to the production.
6. The STAGE MANAGEMENT event is a verbal presentation by the student about their prompt
book (3 minutes), an opportunity for the judges to have a talk back with the student about the
prompt book (3 minutes) and the judges to write comments about the event on the judging sheet
(4 minutes). JUDGES HAVE THE RIGHT TO TAKE MORE TIME IN THE INTERVIEW AS
NEEDED.
7. No Prompt book for a show previously entered by the student in a competition prior to this
academic year may be entered again.
8. TIME LIMIT: 10 minutes: 3 minute presentation by the student with a 3 minute judges talk
back. 4 minutes for judges to write comments on judging sheet. JUDGES HAVE THE RIGHT
TO EXTEND THESE TIMES IF NEEDED. There are no DQ’s for time in the tech events. It is
the judges call to lengthen or shorten the time as needed to be able to adequately judge the
student’s work.
9. All entries must be suitable for high school students, their school, and their community with
regards to subject matter (play selection). Violation of this rule is grounds for disqualification.
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25. Scene Design
Competition Ballot

All entries must be suitable for high school students, their school, and their community with regards to subject
matter (play selection). Violation of this rule is grounds for disqualification.
Student’s Name___________________________________________________________
School_____________________________________ Sponsor______________________
Title of Play_______________________________________Category_______________
Visual Critique
1. Artistic Ability
Realistic scale? Good proportion? Color scheme appropriate? Texture?
Realistic rendering/model? Good craftsmanship?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Design Concept
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Suitable to play? Creative? Enhances the show? Does the design
support the action of the show? Is the design practical? Does the design
take into consideration the demands of the rest of the show?
3. Presentation of Material
Presentation organized? Clean/neat? Does the ground plan follow
traditional standards? If digital, can all information be seen without
difficulty? If a model, are the materials used appropriate? If a
rendering, does it show enough dimension?

1

4. Ground Plan
Drawing is either in ¼” or ½” scale; student shows an understanding
of accepted USITT drafting conventions and symbols; drawing
is neat, clean and easy to read

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Written Critique and Interview
5. Explanation of Design
Student explains the elements of his/her design, why and how
things were done in the design; elaboration of design concepts,
choices and the design process; explanation of materials used

2

3

4

5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. General Technical Knowledge
1 2 3 4 5
Can the concepts of the designs be achieved? Are the drawings sufficient
enough to allow a technician to build the design accurately? Understanding
of the materials used to build the design? Are they appropriate?
Total Points (50 possible)______________
JUDGE’S NAME (Legible)____________________________________
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATION_______________________________________
This Ballot’s Rating (check one)
! SUPERIOR (40-50 points)
! EXCELLENT (30-39 points)
! GOOD (29) --No scores under 29 are allowed
! DISQUALIFIED for___________________________________________________
DISQUALIFICATION MUST BE APPROVED BY TRUMBAUER OFFICIALS

PLEASE PLACE ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON BACK OF PAPER
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26. Costume Design

Competition Ballot
All entries must be suitable for high school students, their school, and their community with regards to subject
matter (play selection). Violation of this rule is grounds for disqualification.
Student’s Name___________________________________________________________
School_____________________________________ Sponsor______________________
Title of Play_______________________________________Category_______________
Visual Critique
1. Artistic Ability
Realistic scale? Good proportion? Color scheme appropriate? Texture?
Realistic rendering that is not too cartoon-like?
2. Design Concept
Suitable to play? Creative? Enhances the show? Do the different
renderings work together?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Presentation of Material
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Presentation organized? Clean/neat? Plates make sense? All necessary
swatches are present? Swatches match the colors in renderings
Written Critique and Interview
4. Explanation of Design
Student explains the elements of his/her design, why and how
things were done in the design; elaboration of design concepts,
choices and the design process; explanation of materials used

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5. General Technical Knowledge
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Can the concepts of the designs be achieved? Are the drawings sufficient
enough to allow a technician to build the design accurately? Materials
used to build costumes are appropriate?
Total Points (50 possible)______________
JUDGE’S NAME (Legible)____________________________________
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATION_______________________________________
This Ballot’s Rating (check one)
! SUPERIOR (40-50 points)
! EXCELLENT (30-39 points)
! GOOD (29) --No scores under 29 are allowed
! DISQUALIFIED for___________________________________________________
DISQUALIFICATION MUST BE APPROVED BY TRUMBAUER OFFICIALS

PLEASE PLACE ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON BACK OF PAPER
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27. Makeup Design

Competition Ballot
All entries must be suitable for high school students, their school, and their community with regards to subject
matter (play selection). Violation of this rule is grounds for disqualification.
Student’s Name___________________________________________________________
School_____________________________________ Sponsor______________________
Title of Play_______________________________________Category_______________
Visual Critique
1. Artistic Ability
Good proportion? Color scheme appropriate? Texture? Shading and
highlight appropriate? Realistic rendering that is not too cartoon-like?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Design Concept
Suitable to play? Creative? Enhances the show? Do the different
renderings work together?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Presentation of Material
Presentation organized? Clean/neat? Do the written instructions for
applying the makeup make sense?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Written Critique and Interview
4. Explanation of Design
Student explains the elements of his/her design, why and how
things were done in the design; elaboration of design concepts,
choices and the design process; explanation of materials used

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5. General Technical Knowledge
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Can the concepts of the designs be achieved? Are the drawings sufficient
enough to allow a technician to apply the design accurately? Quality makeup
chosen? Can special effects be achieved? Would the design last under show
conditions?
Total Points (50 possible)______________
JUDGE’S NAME (Legible)____________________________________
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATION_______________________________________
This Ballot’s Rating (check one)
! SUPERIOR (40-50 points)
! EXCELLENT (30-39 points)
! GOOD (29) --No scores under 29 are allowed
! DISQUALIFIED for___________________________________________________
DISQUALIFICATION MUST BE APPROVED BY TRUMBAUER OFFICIALS

PLEASE PLACE ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON BACK OF PAPER
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28. Lighting Design

Competition Ballot
All entries must be suitable for high school students, their school, and their community with regards to subject
matter (play selection). Violation of this rule is grounds for disqualification.
Student’s Name___________________________________________________________
School_____________________________________ Sponsor______________________
Title of Play_______________________________________Category_______________
Visual Critique
1. Artistic Ability
1 2 3 4 5
Color scheme appropriate? Color pallet of the different gels effective?
Good use of texture with patterns? Good use of specials, practicals, etc.?
If intelligent lighting used, does it enhance or take away from the show?
2. Design Concept
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Suitable to the play? Creative? Enhances the show? Are the lighting
instruments used well individually and in combination with other instruments?
Is the combination of gels/patterns/instruments used effectively?
Cue Sheet(s) and Light Plot
3. Presentation of Material
1 2 3 4 5
Presentation effectively demonstrates what is going to be done;
Clean/neat? Understanding of USITT symbols? Area chart details gel colors,
patterns, instruments, etc. are explained? Understanding of the choices
of lighting instruments
4. Cue Sheet(s)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Organized? Neat/clean? Easily find all necessary information?
Cues make sense in their placement and timing in the show;
Cues add artistically to the show
5. Light Plot
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Drawing is in ¼” or ½” scale; student shows an understanding of USITT
drafting conventions and symbols; drawing is neat, clean and easy to read
Written Critique and Interview
6. Explanation of Design
1 2 3 4 5
Student explains the elements of his/her design, why and how
things were done in the design; elaboration of design concepts,
choices and the design process; explanation of materials used
7. General Technical Knowledge
1 2 3 4 5
Can the concepts of the designs be achieved? Are the drawings sufficient
enough to allow a technician to build the design accurately?
Total Points (50 possible)______________
JUDGE’S NAME (Legible)____________________________________
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATION_______________________________________
This Ballot’s Rating (check one)
! SUPERIOR (40-50 points)
! EXCELLENT (30-39 points)
! GOOD (29) --No scores under 29 are allowed
! DISQUALIFIED for___________________________________________________
DISQUALIFICATION MUST BE APPROVED BY TRUMBAUER OFFICIAL
PLEASE PLACE ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON BACK OF PAPER
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29. Sound Design
Competition Ballot

It is assumed that the student has obeyed all copyright rules for this design.
Student’s Name___________________________________________________________
School_____________________________________ Sponsor______________________
Title of Play_______________________________________Category_______________
Audio Critique
1. Artistic Ability
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Mood & style of music appropriate to show? When and how
sound is used is effective for show?
2. Design Concept
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Suitable to play? Creative? Enhances the show? Cues
are well-placed for show’s needs? Choices of music in
the design concept are effective
Visual Critique
3. Presentation of Material
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Presentation organized? Speaker plat clean/neat?
Block diagram of equipment hookup in order? Understandable?
4. Cue Sheet
1 2 3 4 5 6
Cue #s, cue lines, tracks, duration of cues
Written Critique and Interview
5. Explanation of Design
1 2 3 4 5
Student explains the elements of his/her design, why and how
things were done in the design; elaboration of design concept,
choices and design process; explanation of speaker/microphone
placement and usage
6. General Technical Knowledge
1 2 3 4 5
Understand the use of sound equipment for the show, the placement
of speakers, microphones,
Total Points (50 possible)______________
JUDGE’S NAME (Legible)____________________________________
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATION_______________________________________
This Ballot’s Rating (check one)
! SUPERIOR (40-50 points)
! EXCELLENT (30-39 points)
! GOOD (29) --No scores under 29 are allowed
! DISQUALIFIED for___________________________________________________
DISQUALIFICATION MUST BE APPROVED BY TRUMBAUER OFFICIALS

PLEASE PLACE ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON BACK OF PAPER
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8 9 10
8 9 10

8 9 10
7 8 9 10

30. Stage Management
Competition Ballot

All entries must be suitable for high school students, their school, and their community with regards to
subject matter (play selection). Violation of this rule is grounds for disqualification.
Student’s Name___________________________________________________________
School_____________________________________ Sponsor______________________
Title of Play_______________________________________Category_______________
Visual Critique
1. Basic Information
Actual production? Good organization? Thorough information?

1 2

3 4 5

2. Blocking
2 4 6 8 10
Suitable for interpretation? Understandable? Clearly stated? If shorthand, is used
Are there a key to symbols? Does the book take into consideration the
demands of the show/performers/crew/production?
3. Cue Lists
Clean/neat? Light? Media? Sound? Is material well labeled?

2 4 6 8 10

4. Organization
2 4 6 8 10
Is all information organized and clean? Easily understood?
Is the information typed and in a format that is easily comprehensible and accessible?
Written Critique and Interview
7. Explanation of Process
2 4 6 8 10
Visual, verbal, and written process approaches are useful in explaining how and why things are
done in the process, explanation of materials used.
8. General Technical Knowledge
1 2 3 4 5
Can the concepts of the prompt book be achieved? Are the notes sufficient
enough to allow a stage manager to manage the show accurately? Are they appropriate?
Total Points (50 possible)______________
JUDGE’S NAME(Legible)____________________________________
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATION_______________________________________
This Ballot’s Rating (check one)
! SUPERIOR (40-50 points)
! EXCELLENT (30-39 points)
! GOOD (29) --No scores under 29 are allowed
! DISQUALIFIED for___________________________________________________
DISQUALIFICATION MUST BE APPROVED BY TRUMBAUER OFFICIALS

PLEASE PLACE ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON BACK OF PAPER
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Educational Standards of ACT
The Alabama Conference of Theater (ACT) provides a unique opportunity for high school
theater students in the state of Alabama to compete against each other. By meeting other students,
seeing their work and talent and even showcasing their own abilities, students in Alabama have a unique
opportunity for education through competition. With this wonderful learning experience comes some
very important issues.
The Alabama Conference of Theater (ACT) and the hosting competition site only provide an
opportunity for education through competition and does not endorse statements, ideas or actions of the
competitors. All work must be suitable for that school’s community standards. All student behavior and
conduct must also abide by the school’s community standards as well as local laws.
It is up to students and teachers to exercise their proper judgment concerning copyright and the
purchasing of rights, royalties, products, etc. ACT is not responsible for any work or action that violates
copyright laws. It is the policy of the Alabama Conference of Theatre for each theatre group to supply
written proof upon registration that rights have been obtained for performances of works for the OneAct Play Festival and the Studio Theatre Performances. To help participants in this understanding, the
following excerpt concerning copyright was taken from www.copyright.com.
Fair use is primarily intended to allow the use of copyright-protected works for commentary, parody,
news reporting, research and education. However, fair use is not an exception to copyright compliance
so much as it is a “legal defense.” That is, if you use a copyright-protected work and the copyright
owner claims copyright infringement, you may be able to assert a defense of fair use, which you would
then have to prove. Whether a certain reproduction or other use of a copyright-protected work is
considered fair use is not specifically set out in the Copyright Act. As such, you must determine, based
upon the factors in the Copyright Act, whether that particular act may be considered fair use.
Fair use considers:
1. The purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a commercial nature or is
for nonprofit, educational purposes.
2. The nature of the copyrighted work.
3. The amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyright protected work as
a whole.
4. The effect of the use on the potential market for or value of the copyright-protected work.
ACT ASKS ALL OF ITS PARTICIPANTS TO CAREFULLY REVIEW YOUR COMMUNITIES’
STANDARDS AND ALL COPYRIGHT LAWS RELATING TO YOUR WORK.
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